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Abstract
The eld of risk theory has traditionally focused on ruin-related quantities. In particular, the
so-called Expected Discounted Penalty Function has been the object of a thorough study over the
years. Although interesting in their own right, ruin related quantities do not seem to capture pathdependent properties of the reserve. In this article we aim at presenting the probabilistic properties of
drawdowns and the speed at which an insurance reserve depletes as a consequence of the risk exposure
of the company. These new quantities are not ruin related yet they capture important features of an
insurance position and we believe it can lead to the design of a meaningful risk measures. Studying
drawdowns and speed of depletion for Lévy insurance risk processes represent a novel and challenging
concept in insurance mathematics. Indeed, drawdowns and speed of depletion are quantities that do
not depend on the level but rather on path properties of the model which explain how fast the process
can drop. This type of quantities has never been proposed before as measures of riskiness in insurance.
Drawdowns have been only studied for diusion processes in a nance setting, yet in insurance we
need expressions for processes exhibiting jumps. In this joint work, we give all these concepts are
formally introduced in an insurance setting. Moreover, using recent results in uctuation theory for
Lévy processes, we derive expressions for the distribution of several quantities related to the depletion
problem. Of particular interest are the distribution of drawdowns and the Laplace transform for the
speed of depletion. These expressions are given for some examples of Lévy insurance risk processes for
which they can be calculated, in particular for the classical Cramer-Lundberg model.
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